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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed, send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.1.0.11 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.1.0.11 is now available for download. This update fixes 
some bugs that were discovered recently that were driving all of us nuts. 
 
Update To WD (Withdrawn) Column in Registration Panel 
In Issue 01 Vol 22 of the Newsletter, I outlined the usage of the new “WD” column 
in the Registration panel and there are more benefits when you utilize this column. 
This column should be checked if a skier has “withdrawn” from the tournament. 
This will leave them out of all of the scoring events and they will not be included 
in any of the reports. Their information will be there if they are later able to 
participate and then you just uncheck the “WD” box. Also, when you download 
updated OLR files for your tournament, all of those participants with the WD box 
checked will be ignored during the update and you will not need to go back and 
edit those participants again. If they change their mind, uncheck the box before you 
download the OLR file again and they will be included in the registration panel 
again. This new option will save you a lot of time and is better than “deleting” the 
skier and then, their information appears again in your registration list every time 
you update the OLR files and you have to edit them again. 
 
Event Summary Reports for WaterskiResults Live Web 
All summary reports can now be published to the WaterskiResults live web as PDF 
files using the "Publish" icon which is located in the “Summary” panel for each 
event and will give you the available print options, (select Microsoft Print to PDF) 
to produce the report. The intention of these reports is to be the "officially 
published results". There will be an “Icon” in the upper right corner of the web 
pages titled "Published Results" to view the available reports. Below is an example 
of the report with the Tournament Sanction information and the “Official Results” 
header with the Chief Scorers name and the results. 



 
 
Running Orders Will be Published in the PDF format 
All running orders can now be published to the WaterskiResults live web as PDF 
files. When you click on the Publish icon it will run you thru the normal print 
operation (select the “Microsoft Print to PDF” function) to produce the document 
and save it to your current tournament folder.  Then when the Print Preview is 
closed after printing to a PDF it will open a dialog to select a PDF file, open 
another dialog to allow the user to input a report title, then the file will 
automatically be uploaded to a location on WaterskiResults specific for the 
tournament.  Note that the printed report has an added sub title indicating it is an 
official publish result.  
 
Running Orders Have New Forms for Skier Options in Trick and Jump 
There are new forms that can be printed for trick and jump, which can be used by 
each skier to provide boat settings and boat path to be used by the officials for the 
Trick and Jump Event. The form for the Slalom event with this information is 
being prepared and will be available in the next program update. 
 
Registration Window Added the Membership Status Column to Sort List 
Dave has added the “Member Status” Comment column to the list of available sort 
fields so that this will make it easier to find all of the affected participants and 
resolve membership issues without searching each line separately in the 
Registration Window. 
 
MessageHandler.Connect Database Connection Options  
WSTIMS now supports allowing the fully qualified database name to be entered in 
the textbox as an alternative to selecting one with Select Database button. The 



Database filename can be specified either way. The EXACT FORMAT for 
inserting the path in the text box is as shown in this example, but using your path 
and file name > C:\WaterskiScoring\Data\waterskiProd22.sdf  
 
If you receive a WARNING MESSAGE when you try to connect to the database 
and the FULL PATH as noted above is in the warning panel, you can copy and 
paste this path into the text box. 
 
Thanks, Jeff and Dave 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


